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To log-in to WordPress go to 3903. cupe.ca/wp-admin

When you log-in you'll be taken to your WordPress dashboard. 



Mine looks more complicated than yours will. You'll have less 
options and information.
















































































































f c WordPress toolbar Yours
well look

a little different

to create
something

click new

f

our main page is

a feed of posts so if

you want something on

the main page select

new post

Once you are logged into WordPress you will see WordPress options when you view our pages.
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* Please use cautiously! It can be hard to see 
information in a timely manner if too many posts are 
"sticky". New information can get lost too far down the 
page.

Adding a new post will take you to a post editor. There 
are two ways to use the editor visual and text.



Visual is a 'what you see is what you get' editor. Just 
type what you want. There are minor formatting 
options like bold or italics.



Text is an html editor which gives you much more 
options, if you know html.



Most of the time you’ll be able to use visual. 



Please see an important note about formatting and 
accessibility at the end of this document. 






































































































































1The same way
you created

a post

you can create an event fAn event adds
information

to our calendar

Title

Enterdetails

Describe event or place
additional information

Once you publish, an event will appear on our calendar.

Members can sync the calendar to their phones or other 
scheduling software. It also provides a quick way

for members to see and get information on our meetings and 
events.



When you make a post about a meeting/event please

also add it to the calendar.


























































































































From the toolbar

you can also edit pages

You'll notice that
on the

main page edit
is missing

That's because you
have

to edit the post itself

Jimi i I
a i

o

TT
OO you can edit using

the visual or

text editors Text is an html editor

want to link to this pageif you
from somewhere

else use this URL

To the right or below
will be

preyview
and publish buttons





























To add media including links
to documents Cpdfs use add
media

select the text you
want to replace

with your link to media
or place

Your cursor where you
want that

link to go Then click add
media

The Add media page pops up

upload your file

choose a file that
has already beenuploaded

Common files like the

bylaws should already
be here

Images should have
ALT TEXT

so they can be read by
assistive technologies like screen readers

WE ARE HORRIBLY BAD AT THIS

Let's stop being horribly bad



Another note about accessibility

editing options

T
Spreformatted

style elements

ftp.utfatewemtaditfgslsubheadings

D0N0T use bold italics or other

manual formatting Usethe pre
formatted

style elements
instead

Try not to skip
levels either

Remediation FAQ should be Heading 1

Should I indicate should be Heading 2

Monday July 30 at 12 pm
7 can remain bolded

for

emphasis

One way assistive technologies like screen readers navigate 
a webpage is through HTML headings.



For example "should I indicate willingness to return to work?" 
is a question under the "Remediation FAQ" heading. 
“Monday, July 30 at 12 pm (noon)” is an emphasized part of 
the answer.

If all three of these elements were bolded to set them apart 
then individuals using a screen reader would have no way of 
navigating to the sections most relevant to them. This can 
also make information harder to understand as the 
connection between elements is lost. 


